Beauty & Wellness
Relaxation requires a body and mind that’s at ease. That’s why no stay at
Vesper is complete without a little pampering. Enjoy a massage, facial or
cosmetic treatment performed by the certified professionals from Azzurro
Beauty. Get a luxury treatment at the nearby Azzurro Beauty center or on
the beach at beach club Bries.

Have a look at our extensive list of treatments on the next page

Vesper & Azzurro Beauty Packages
‘Relaxing at Sea’ package: 60 min*

69,- p.p.

You’ll feel like new again after a total body and face treatment at Azzurro Beauty. It’s delicious to pamper yourself. Or to look at
your best for a special occasion. Choose one of the especially compound treatments of the brand [comfort zone].
- Mini facial
- Back, neck and shoulder massage
- Back scrub

‘Wellness at Sea’ package: 90 min*

99,- p.p.

You’ll feel like new again after a total body and face treatment at Azzurro Beauty. It’s delicious to pamper yourself.
Or to look at your best for a special occasion. Choose one of the especially compound treatments of the brand [comfort zone].
- Relaxing facial treatment
- Indian scalp massage
- Body scrub
- Body packing

‘Beauty at Sea’ package: 90 min*

169,- p.p.

This relaxing facial treatment consists of different massages. By massaging through all parts of the treatment, you will have a
better blood circulation in the skin. Body waste can be better discharged and ingredients can be deeper incorporated in the skin.
Also, the massaging facial treatment and body treatment take care of ultimate relaxation.
- Relaxing back, neck and shoulder massage
- Skin analysis
- Modelling of the eyebrows
- Tranquillity welcome ritual
- Surface cleaning
- Double exfoliation by peeling/scrub
- Facial massage including neck and cleavage
- Scalp massage
- Choice out of one of the peel-off masks; hydrating, increasing resistance or botox effect
- Feet massage
- Daily skin care
- Sparkling, fresh make-up

Vesper & Azzurro Beauty Packages
‘Balance at Sea’ package: 120 min*

189,- p.p.

Aroma soul rituals are developed around 4 world themes: Oriental, Mediterranean, Indian and Arabic. Every theme has got its
own aromatic scent perception and working. Inspired by these parts of the world, we offer an all-in-one massage: aroma soul
balance elements.
We take you on a journey through different rituals from the 4 different world parts: exotic Oriental cultures, brightness and
warmth from the Mediterranean, the different colours and life philosophies from India and a complete sensorial experience
from the Arabian desert.
- Aroma soul scrub massage with volcanic ash
- Balance massage which consists out of a combination of press points, hot stones and classic techniques with aromatic oils
- In the end, a cup of herb tea

‘Tibet at Sea’ package: 120 min*

219,- p.p.

An extraordinary embracing treatment, which harmonizes the body, spirit and soul again.
Classic old knowledge, about the working of sounds that was used around 5000 years ago in Tibet, underlies this sound massage.
With the soft vibrations, the sounds take care of harmony in all cells of the body for balance and relaxation. The vibrations keep
working up to 72 hours.
- Butter ritual
- Sound scale massage with warm oil
- Tibetan scalp massage
- To top off biological tea of Goji berries.

